
ROBIN HODGKIN

Masherbrum in 1938

(Plates 63-65, 80)

I n January 1938 I was in Grenob1e, learning French and geography during
the week and skiing at the weekends. My parents thought I ought to be

doing an education diploma if I was going to teach. The Grenoble agenda
seemed to be a better idea; especially as there was a possibility of going to
the Himalaya or Karakoram before 'settling down'. I had been polite to
Colonel Strutt in Edinburgh and friendly with Dr Longstaff at the Alpine
Club. There had been some talk of; joining Tilman on an unconventional
approach to Everest. Then James WaIler's letter arrived:

R.A.Mess, Jhansi,
UP., India

1/1/38

Dear Hodgkin
I have just had a letterfrom Dr LongstajJ, enclosing your letter to him,

by which I see that it is on the cards thatyou might like to join upfor ourshow
this year. Ofcourse it is impossible to decide right away, andas a matteroffact,
I can only be tentativefrom this end too, as we haveaskeda numberofmen, and
many of them are uncertain. As however you are interested, and if you did
decide you would like to come, I am almost certain there would be a vacancy. I
willgive you an outline of the plan andparty.

At present Jock Harrison and Roberts (J.O.M, Alpine Club) and I are
certainties, if we canget leave. Roberts willonlyget2 months leave so cannot be
infor the whole climb. Brotherhood (R.A.F.) who was with me on our Peak 36
climb in 1935 is trying to get outfrom England, but his leave is very uncertain.
He has asked afriend called [Reggie] Cooke, whom I do not know, and who is
apparently keen to come but does not know whether he can managegetting out
from home. Harrison has askeda man called, I think, Lloyd-Brown [T Graham
Brown], but I do not know whether he can come, or anything about him.

From thatyou see that atpresent we only have two certaintiesfor the whole
climb. I am aiming ataparty of5; 3 is the minimumpossible; 6 the maximum.

The mountain is MASHERBRUM, 25660ft, in the Karakoram, approached
from the south and notfrom the Baltoro glacier. We know practically nothing
about the mountain, beyondthefact that I have seen it, and havegatheredsome
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photographs of it. From the photos it appears that a rock route might be
practicablefor mostofthe way; this is to be desiredas Karakoram snow conditions
are heavy, to say the least of it! It will however be necessary to make a thorough
reconnaissance of the south andeastfaces, and we are allowing afortnight to do
this, with long leave climbers only.

Travelling hard it will take afortnight to reach the mountain from Srinagar
in Kashmir. The advance party (recce party) proposes leaving Srinagar about
the endofAprilandstarting the recce about mid-May. The short leave members
startabout mid-May and arrive at the beginning ofJune. The climb takesplace
in June and is basedon a 23 climbing dayplan; it should befinished by the end
of June, and must befinished by Mid-July, as the monsoon comes then ...

The plan is to do everything as light andsimply aspossible. It is proposed to
have aparty of ten carriersfor highercamps, if they canget there. They will be
Darjeeling men, Gurkhas andpossibly locals. The plan does not really allow of
prolonged seige tactics, as I think that deterioration is a bigfactor on this sort of
expedition, where comfort has to begreatly sacrificed to lightness and economy.
Consequently, although no detailedplan can be made tillafter the recce, I visualise
the climb being in two stages. 1. The stocking of an advanced Base at between
20000 and 22000 fiet, probably in two or three carries and descents for
recuperation. 2. The assaultfrom the stocked advanced base. As there are two
summits and the higherhas to be reached over the lower [not 50], it is probable
that the highest camp will have to be not far short of 25000 fiet, and we are
preparedfor 8 camps above Base, at about 13000fiet.

We are trying to keep the climb hush-hush beforehand, andare very definitely
against any Press stunting at any time. Nobody except those actually asked
knows the objective. The party is going out for the purpose of "sightseeing,
shooting and climbing".

The whole thing is run as a soviet. I am merely organiserandgeneral sorting
house. I am seeing to buying expedition equipment. We already have a great
deal ofwhat is necessary andexpenses will be mostlyfood andtransport. Copies
of allparty letters are sent to all members andfor God's sake don't think I look
upon myselfas that mystic being "the Leader". If we have a largeparty I think
a technical leader is definitely required, but suggest that he is best chosen by the
party afterwe haveshaken down, andgoteach other's measure on the mountain.
I shall have to go on as general organiser, but that is merely the quartermaster
branch. I propose spending agood deal of timephotographing andcinema-ing.
The technical leader should be the best climber andfillow with mostguts; the
latter the most important!

I am sending this AirMail to France anda copy to the Alpine Club. I should
be veryglad to hear ifyou are interested. I hope by the time I hearfrom you that
I shall be in a position to know exactly who has signed on and who hasn't.
Frankly, with your qualifications, your Caucasus show, and Dr LongstajJ's
and Col Strutt's recommendation, I am much more anxious to get you to join
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than I am the ratherunknown quantities in Brotherhood's andHarrison'sfriends,
butunfortunately they were askedfirst. I think it very unlikely that Brotherhood
and the twofriends will all be able to come, in which case I do hopeyou willgive
us a try. [In the event, Brotherhood did not come.] Harrison, Roberts and
I are all as keen as mustard, but I would hesitate to call us an experienced trio,
and your joining would add great strength to the party. We are out to do
something really worth while.

Incidentally I do not thinkyou wouldfind us very Empire Builder! We don't
unfortunately run to brain in the army, but I thinkyou would like all the chaps
in the party, and I am sure that Harrison and Brotherhood would not ask any
one who was not of the best. The team business is rather important, I think,
don't you? There shall be no names, but on Peak 36 we had afellow who is the
very nicest I know. He started with the queer idea that all men are brothers,
even our black brethren, who really aren't, though they are good blokes in their
way, and was shockedat our language. By the end he wasn't, and I don't know
what hisfriends must have thought Qbout mountaineering when he got back!

Would you be sogood as to let me know how all this strikesyou by AirMail,
as time is none too long? The bestfor the New Year.

Yours,
James Wailer (J. Wailer, Lieut. R.A.)

The eccentric 'anti-racist' was, of course, Lieut. Hunt. The rest of this note
will be a few comments on the accuracy of James WaIler's forecasts, on the
interesting mixture of attitudes which the expedition embodied and on some
of the surprising friendships which awaited me; and then, fmally and briefly,
what happened.

Graham Brown - 'Call me Tim'
At sea level Tim Graham Brown could be very pleasant. He gave me lunch
at the Atheneum and told me about the scientific work he was doing on
hush-hush accoustic devices for detecting German bombers. This not-quite
true tale was probably part of the disinformation screen that was then being
put up to confuse the public about the true purpose of the radar installations
that were appearing on southern and eastern coasts.

On the P&O liner Strathnaver, outward bound for Bombay and the Far
East, Graham Brown was good company. He talked a bit about that villain
F S Smythe but more about Nanda Devi in 1936; how he should have been
on the assault party, and I can't quite recall the reason why he wasn't. And
advice about girls:

'Watch out for that lass at the swimming pool, Robin, not too much
"spooning"'. That was a new word to me and I don't think that G.B. quite
realised how inexperienced this young mountaineer was.

'Yes, and watch out for that friendly Indian girl. Mixed marriages with
natives can be pretty disastrous ... etc.'
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The trouble was that Parvati Kumaramangalam was the most charming
person on the boat and beautiful, with South Indian, wiry hair and a
wonderful smile. She was a year younger than me and knew many of my
Quaker cousins in Oxford; all of them, like her, communistically inclined.
Most of us, young idealists of the 1930s, were tinged that way, though some
followed alternative allurements and adventurous scents - mountains,
scientific research or the Spanish Civil War. *

It was the last evening before we reached Bombay. Parvati and I were
leaning over the rail. The sun was down and the Southern Cross was
swinging up over the phosphorescent wake. We talked of our hopes, friends,
plans. Then she came up with a suggestion.

'Pop into my cabin, Robin, after supper. I'd like to show you something.'
This certainly seemed to be an interesting proposition and I didn't feel like
consulting G.B. about it. The cabin was sultry. Spread out on the lower
bunk were half-a-dozen Dangerous Books - all volumes from Victor
Gollancz's Left Book Club: Barban·ans at the Gate by Leonard Woolf, Home
to India by Ram Rau, India Today by R. Palme Dutt, Soviet Communism: a
New Civilisation - two notorious volumes of whitewash by the Webqs.

'Well, what about it?'
'Would you mind, Robin, just taking these through the customs tomorrow

in your luggage? They won't search yours, but they will mine.
Of course I did my bit for the Indian independence movement and there

was no trouble. When we met again, forty years later in Delhi, Parvati was
still a communist and an incorruptible MP for Keralla, one of the most
successful left wing administrations in Asia. Still beautiful, her black, wiry
hair was just beginning to turn grey.

Topees or Terais
My next vivid memory is of meeting Jock Harrison and Jirnmy WaIler at
Rawalpindi. People who were in favour of Indian independence wore soft,
floppy 'Terai' hats. Jock articulated the hat code after meeting a strange
fellow on the Zemu Glacier, one Marco Pallis, who had shocked the British
Resident by wearing the wrong headgear. Marco was ahead of his time in
other matters too. WaIler wore a cork topee and so did I because I hadn't
learned the code yet. WaIler was certainly not as blimpish as his letter or
his hat might suggest. At one of his recent postings he had been in the
habit of spending hours in the local prison visiting Jawaharlal Nehru, and
had learnt a lot from him.

* In 1937, when Anthony Serrailier (later, ICS) and I made the first ascent of
the Radcliffe Camera, we were in two minds about whether to hoist a Red Flag
or a Union Jack. Patriotism prevailed and the Daily Mail decided that perhaps
Oxford wasn't decadent after all. David Cox and Nulli Kretschmer replaced
the flag with a white hankerchief ten days later, so saving the authorities a
certain amount of trouble.
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Then came the houseboat days in Srinagar and the gentle march over the
Zoji La, skiing for two or three miles from the Zoji crest. Down into the
arid gorges of Indus and Shyok. Marvellous, those granite cliffs and
precarious paths linking the villages and the foaming apricot orchards.
Jock claimed that he could spit a stone right over the Indus gorge.

Jimmy Roberts and his two Gurkhas made a rapid journey across the
Deosai Plains to catch up the main Masherbrum party just above the Shyok
junction. We had a feast that night - curried chicken, with green Chartreuse
from Grenoble. Jimmy's energy, wit and sparkle were very good for us.
With his family connections with Wilfrid Noyce and General Bruce and
his early love of mountains, one felt that he was destined for a life in the
great mountains and with mountain people. He and Jock were to become
my incomparable friends and were to remain so for over half a century.

Reading Jimmy Waller's letter 60 years later, one can see behind the Boys
Own Paper phrases a remarkable prescience. His ideas on equipment, clothes,
tents, dehydration, acclimatisation, and on the timing of the reconnaissance,
were all very sound. For a small e~pedition, his views on leadership were
sensibly Shiptonian. The 'lesser breeds' attitude was characteristic of the
time and place. But what about the secrecy? I think this was largely a
reflection of WaIler's feeling that he had got onto a good thing: so why tell
everybody? Which is odd, if you consider that there were probably only
two other expeditions active in the Karakoram that year.

Our equipment was, for 1938, both simple and up-to-date. And being pre
war, meant no vibrams, no nylon rope, and Shetland combinations rather
than down clothing. WaIler had two double-deck 'Reggie Cooke' cookers
snow melting in the top pan, and all inside an aluminium sleeve. High
altitude tents and wind-proofs were of a new, proofed cotton, tougher than
the usual Grenfell cloth. Boots were mainly Lawrie's, nailed with his
'Everest' clinkers. Mine had an extra layer of asbestos in the sole - 'to
reduce heat loss'! - though I suspect that it soaked up moisture and refroze
just like the rest of the leather. Graham Brown had a special, hickory-shafted,
folding axe that he had used on The Pear Buttress and the ftrst vertical
partitioned sleeping bag I had seep. Underneath were Li-los which
occasionally popped.

A 'recce' which became serious .
The reconnaissance went very much according to plan. During the second
week Jock and I found the route, up Scaly Alley, past the icefall and up to
the Dome, which most subsequent parties have used. T.G.B. was beginning
to feel the altitude and was getting tetchy. He started to advocate a rather
unlikely route, up the steep southern ridge which bounds the main
south-east face on its left. It would have been extremely long and hazardous.
After several days of snow, Jock and I, who were the best acclimatised
members of the party, managed to get a camp (7) - one tent - at about
24,000ft on the SW face. That face always seems to have been free from
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major avalanches. No big ice cliffs above; but even so we were very mindful
of recent Nanga Parbat disasters. Neither the Walmsley-Whillans-Downes
expedition of 1957, which very nearly reached the summit crest, nor the
Americans, in their successful 1960 expedition, experienced more than minor
snow slides on the face.

In one repect Jirnmy Waller and all of us were seriously ill-informed.
We still thought of the Karakoram weather as dominated by the monsoon.
Only later did we understand that the Karakoram pattern is far more 'Alpine'
and influenced by the tail-end of the westerly system. Had we realised this
and had we been less apprehensive about avalanches, we might have just
sat it out when things went wrong. Especially if we had known about
snow holes and had had a shovel! When the snow avalanche buried Jock
and me in that snug little tent at about 24,OOOft, we burrowed out into a
pre-dawn blizzard of driving snow. We retrieved our boots, one axe and
some other gear and groped our way down into the storm.

'It can't take more than two hours: we thought. Couldn't it? It was
almost dark again before we found a comfortable crevasse and some shelter
from the wind. By then our hands were going black and our toes were like
ivory. By the morning it was sunny again and from the edge of our crevasse
we could see Jimmy Waller waving an axe at Camp 6. At the next camp
down we enjoyed a drink and G.B. was cross and said it would have been
all right if we had taken his advice. His toes and Passang Phutar's were
frostbitten too. But we all hobbled down to Hushe. From then on, Jock
was carried and I sat on a horse for the long trek back to Srinagar. I
remember sitting under a mulberry tree at the rest house in Kbapalu
reflecting about it all.

'Ab well, even if you can't do any more climbing, you'll be able to get a
red MG and nip around North Wales.'

Jock Harrison was more seriously frostbitten than I was. He eventually lost
almost half his feet, though his hands were tidier than mine. I was able to
climb more than he was, mainly because my surgeon left a more generous
flap over the foot amputations. Jock went to New Zealand after marrying a
NZ nurse from his army hospital in London. He eventually became a
founder and bursar of the first Outward Bound school in New Zealand. Had
it not been for our disaster, he might well have become a great soldier
statesman, perhaps rivalling Wavell or Alexander. Both Waller and Roberts
had distinguished and varied war service. The former retired, soon after
wards, to the Isle of Jersey. Somewhere there, I believe there is still an
unedited version of the Masherbrum film he had made.

You don't really need many fingers for old-fashioned rock climbing. A
month before the war started, John and Joy Hunt took me up my first rock
climb, in Borrowdale. There was no MG. I was posted to the Sudan which
I had been led to believe was flat. But it wasn't - there were good hills
around the edges. My Sudanese pupils were a bit puzzled by my frostbite
and found it easier to imagine an encounter with a crocodile.
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News came of Jimmy Roberts' death after this article was in proof. I
remember him, vividly, in Pokhara, thirty years after these events. Talk
about expeditions, sweet and sour, about Tiger Tops, the future of trekking,
his fancy pheasant farm; all to do with his ideas and hopes for his adopted
clan of Sherpas. Four of them gave me a wonderful trip round the southern
slopes and valleys of Annapurna. Much of the Sherpa's guts, integrity and
fun was reflected in Jimmy's wrinkled glance; something too of the grace
and greatness of the hills - Machapuchare rising sublimely above the mists
to the north.



63. Lower part of the Hushe Valley, near Khapalu, with a view of Masherbrum
30 miles to the north. (Robin Hodgkin) (P218)



64. View from Camp 6 southwards towards the Hushe Valley. (Robin Hodgkin) (p218)

65. Jock Harrison being carried on an improvised litter near Hushe Base Camp.
The litter was assembled at Hushe after we had come down the glacier, still on our feet
which by then were swelling up and soon became unusable. (Robin Hodgkin) (p223)
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Left
80. Jimmy Roberts on the

Masherbrum Reconnaissance
Expedition 1938.
(Robin Hodgkin) (P222)

81. Jimmy Roberts, 1916-1997. (John Cleare) (P340)
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